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FOREWORD

!.ra

The task group report 14eSented in the folldtwipg pages,,is

one of a series prepared bY'4Mineny.psychologists who have served

as dohsultanti'in.the U. S. Officeof Education sponsored grant

study to cqnduce.a Critical Appraisal of the Personality-Emotions-
,

"--Motivation Domain. The study was planned with the advice of an

,advisorr_Committee,including Professors Raymond B. Cat'tell and, .
, .

.J. McV. hunt (University of Illinois), Donald W. MacKinnon (Univeg-

sity of California, Berkeley), Warren T. Notman.(iniversity of

Michigan), and Dr..Robert H. Beezer (USOE) and fbllows a topical

outline included as an-appendix to the 'present report. In order

to achieve the goal of identifying important problems and areas for

new research and methodologic41 issues related to them, an apptoach

was followed in which leading investigators in specialized areas

(were enlisted as members of tAsk.,groups and asked.to reflect on

their current* knowledge of ongoing research and 'to identify the re-

search needs in their respective areas. The general plan is to

Ipublish these reports as a collection with intecgation contribut d
. ,

by 'the editors. It is hoped that these reports. still prove to be'':.

ialuable to research scientists and administrators.

S. E. Sells, Ph.D.
Robert- G. Demaree, Ph.D.
Responsible Investigators

)
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1404 - The Genes and Environment in Human Psychological

Developtent: f5erspectives.from Behavior Genetics

Task Group,Chairman

John C. Loehliri
University of Texas

In the present section, three experts look at three, aspects

of psychological development from the general vieWpointlof behavior

genetics. It is not my purpose in this,introductiOn to second-:
.

guess what they are about-to say: they will speak for themselves

in due course. Rather, I should like to attempt two things. The

first is to set these essays in a general context of strategy in
/i

psychological research., And the second Xs, to draw attention to
)

severl common themes vihich run through thei.

Let me begin by stating three principles widely Agreed upon
)

by contemporary behavior geneticists (and by a qood.Aany other

psycholdgxsts and biologists, for that matter): \

Principle 1. order to understand the chaact4ristic

e'responses of indivlkuals to their,gnvironments, one is well advised

to take their"genes into account.
0

. t . .

-Ffinciple 2. In order to understand the characteristic

responses of individuals to their environments, one is well advised

to take their prior history of environmental inputs into account.

Principle 3. Principles 1 and 2 are inherently more powerful

taken jointly than taken separately.

Muth of. traditional research- in psychology can be seen as an

elaborate_de4elopmeht of Principle 2. Much of the early effort of

behavidr genetics was ft countervailing attempt to document the

10.
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validity of Prinbipie 1. ,Work along the separate lines of

Principles 1 and 2 continues to'be pursued vigorously and pro-
.

ductively--as well as it should: there is much to betsakVfor

the methodological 'dictum of divide and conquer. But quite broadly

in word, and increasingly often in deed, the ultimate supremacy
4

of Principle 3 is being acknowledged.
,

The three authors of the present section,each inspects from

d modern behavior-genetic viewpoint recent and prospective trends

,in a substantive psychological area. Vandenberg looks at cogni-

. tivp development; Scdrr at n 1 personality development;, Horn

at psychopathology.

Perhapg the most striking concordance in what they see is

reflected in a unanimous cry for better measurement techniques.

Vandenberg ocuments,shocking blind spots in the comparatively

well-studied realm of cognitive measurement; Scarr finds measure-
/

ment limitations to be a major stumbling-block to progress in

research in personality development; Horn sees the problem of*

1
diagnosis as a central issue in:genetic research in_psychopathology.

The latter two authors note theveCtential for profitable feedback

from behavior-genetic studies in sharpening the definition of the

traits we are measuring.

A second common focus of the three essays is a Stress on

diversity of *research methods. , Gone is the day whefi a human

behavior-genetic study 'was almost by definition the comparison

of a small group of MZ and a small groUp of DZ twins., While all

three authors feel twin studies continue to have an important place,

they urge increased emphasis on the vigorous pursuit of a variety

A

4
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of alternative designs as. well: adoption studies,' family studies,

half-sibling studies, cross-racial or national studies, drug-,

response or biochemical studies, studies of early development, and
4

others.

A third communality of the three writers is in a concern
,

with evironmental variables, particularly of a,socio-cultural

interpersonal kind. Vandenberg discusses the problems of adequite

and objective,,measures of the social and psychological environment;

Scarr emphasizes intrafamily interac4ons; Horn "stresse6 ,the import-

tance of exploring the environmental fdctors determining why a
s ,

given genotype9in one of a-pair of MZ twins may lead to schizo-

phrenia while in the, other, twin it ,does not

Fingly, while the three authors differ in their degrees ,of

optimiqm concerning the prospects fbr immediate large-scale pro-

'

gress in thqir 'areas, all agree that: (1) there,are basic social

analcientific,problemecrying for solution; (;2) methods' exist .

that offer promise of progress; and (3) the methods ought to be

applied to the problems.-
11K

It is hard to argue with this verdict. .

S
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'The Future of Human Behavior Genetics'with 'Special Reference

. .

ti

to the tenes and the Environident in Cdgnitive Development

,

S. C. Vandenberg ,

University of Colorado, 4 C

In trying O guess what the futuie'of behavior genetics is
0.

, 14'4 .
going to be, it is well to .keep in mind that the most convincing

prophets are those who are in a poSitionto influence the course

of events. Since history does to some extent repeat itself,' know-

ledge of the pabtalgp helps. Unpledictable serendipity has. 'led

4116 major blreakthroughs buttheAility to exploit such events has.

. .

still. depended on'considerable knowledge of the existing science.
.

In what fpallows a distinction will be m40e first of all between

°

what is likely to happen, and secondly 'what shOuld.happeri, in:terms

of research that.ii?centrl" to behavior genetics, .and thirdly,
.

more "peripheral" Or ancillary research thdt is needed. In all

of this the emphasiss Will be thetypical pragmatic one'of much
q/

i of modern psycholOgy on techniciues and empiri al.facts. In the

fourth and fifth parts, some more theoretical approyaches will be

suggested. Finally, inan appendix, A test battery will IA sug-
..

gested.

)
4

Part I. Most Likely Future .Research:'
C

It is. rather a sure bet to' predict that there will be more

reports of twin studies using all kinds of variables. In,general
A A

such studies will not add another iota to our fundamental under-

standing, unless by chance
4

or exceptional brilliance the authors

dAbov er some variable controlled primarily by a dingle gene or,

ti
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a

demonstrating sote bther truly insight-providing discontinuity.

To be of any use at al'l such studies should at least in9lude a,

sufficient number of ability, personality or perceptuarvari-

sl
,.i.

iables tp.permit a meaningful' analysis, so that
.

, .

I

'a contrillutioncan be made to the unr,solved question whether
..

or not there' is an:impoetantAteneral hereditary or k
, .
whether there are a'numbOi:Of equally important independent '

,hereditary components in cognition.: Such studies can also help '
.

to contribute to an uncierstanding of the precise phenotypic
. -

nature of thk cognitive processes to whidh these hereditary
,.

/
,

..

components may make npprtant contributions, based" on estimates

.of.tenetic correlatios.
r

n

It is, "a discouraging thought that, 'in a way, Much, of the

work%aone by ability factor analyses w4111.1 to be eepeated,

with tin and'in p4rent-offspring studies.

The second safe bet. is' that there will be new parent-

offspring studies. Because there have lieen few of these which'

used measures of special or "primary hental",abilities, these'

'will be of Some use bdbagain such studies would 'contribute

a lot more if they lead a multivariate character.

A very worthwhile contribution can be made by combining the

twin study methodith the parent-offspring method. Elston &

Gottesman 1l98) have Provided a method for obtaining refined

heritability estimates from such data..' .

Without additional effort such studies can also provide

data foi a study of aAsortative mating. 'There is,no information.

. .

L.

t
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aboAlt assortative'm ting for more modern, narrower and precise

. conceptions of special or "primary".atrilitiess Incidental to
4 .

such wgrk it would'he interesting t8know how several of these,
e' '

.,

abilities are distributed in,bcith.sexcs tt'varicus (middle). '

..r .

ages. Other than in one study from Holland, there is no such

data. .Even socioeconomic distributions of these.abilitiqp are

poorly studied (Verhage, 1464),:

. . . .

In all the preceding and followin4\temrks it should be
. % .. \ .

noted thatstWo parallel studies' n rather different settings

'(or even different countries) would provide much more than twice

the information. 'erhaps UNESCO ,Ould coordinate multi-,

national: projects of this 'typ.
4

4. 4

4, 4
The, thiid and final safe. be t is that there will be more

, Aj,

*studies of the,paych ological concommitantrof diagnosed genetic

anomalkO, both, single gene,substitions and aneuploidies.
,

While these will be...interesting in themselves, useoora common

set of psxchological variables that will permit comparisons

across studies is to be re tommended. "Its <t appendix at, the
4 4

end of this report an'effart will be made tb, suggest some of,

the reference variables. A

Part Research That Is Somewhat(Less But Which
\Should Be Encouraged: . 4

The multiplicative value of multivariate methods has

already been indidated. Other odels well now be outlined, IS

but before doing so; a plea Will be made foecooperative

research.. In some'studies of rare genetic diseases it has

p
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. become a fairly common practice to combine data.on,patients

seen in 'a number of locations or even for investigators to

adopt 'a common set of dignostic procedures in order to obtain,

a sufficient number of probands f,dr meaningla analysis.

Behavior geneticists will have to find a way to,do the same

thing: eithera number of them will have to do cooperative

studies or they will have-to find ways of r'eporting on a small
. J

4 4..

number of casesin sufficient detail to Permit-future inte-
. . .

,
.

. .

gration of a number of such reports.
C.

ite
A good example of what cane accomplished in.this way is

the summary by Moor(19,7) of the qffedt.on!the obal IQ of

various types of sex aneuploides.from which I ha con;tructed',

the graph shown i 'Figure 1.

If the indiv dual investigators from which these.gases

were collected hajd in addition used a common battery of short

t sts of differe t abilitied and had also obtained data on.
N.

the performance 4f parents and sibs do these measures, an

even more informative analysis could have been made:

In a recent paper, Berman, J. Lt .45 Robin Ford, (1970)

performed a study in which they predicted by a mulfiple regress- ,

ion .equation the intelligence of children affected withEKU

from IQ measures of parents and slip. Thep theyrelated
!1.

the difference between the predicted and observed IQ to

blood phenylalaninp levels.

Practical application of Ray Cat tell's
4

method (1953, 1960,0see also Loehlin, 1965)

information about unrelated children raised

ingenious MINA"

Which calls for

in the same home,
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twins reared apart and other unusual situations, or the more
. . '

.,

conventionalmethod of family studies involving more than two

generations of interrelatea nuclear families will also.,_

require such cooperation. Still other examples are furnished

by Studies of the rarer types of ileuploidies such as XYY and

XXY.

We needed more studies of adoped children and t4pse in

more detail than the One 'of Skodak and Skeels (1949), further

ahalyzed by Honzik (1957). Whilg social agencies may be resis-
.

tant to a singleinvestigator mounting a frontal attack, per-
.

haps a more personalized search f9r singleLcases,by a number

of individual behavior geneticis will encounter less
;:;

organized resistance. Similarly we need s les of children

born to parents who were married more than once. Again, an

accumulation of cases by a number of separate investigators

may be feasible. Perhaps a central orgatization could be set

up to facilitate and coordinate such research.
a

Because there are after all only_23 chromosomes in man,

the time has come to start routine searching, for linkage

between continuous variables and bloodgroups or Other single

gene markers. To makethis more practical therimay also have

to be.a...efintral facility which would provide serology lab- ,

oratory ,services by .airmail and computer facilities. The
. 'a

. .

basic principles have been worked out and several computer

1
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programs for this PurPsce'are,now available from Bock; Elston & ":

Haseman; Mi; Renwick and others.'

The method of co-twin control studies, which permits study

of the influence of specific environment on a constant genotype,

seems to have-been completely Abandoned. Even relAtively.small

efforts, say with 10 to 15 pairs of identical twindwaould be very
. .

informative. At best the tuins,would attend a
.

special nurgery,or
,

'\,%

kindergarten-in which ,for example, one. Of each pair wag ,given

number gimes and the other pre-reading games. Vanclenberg)explored
\ ' n\.

this approach during one summer in Louisville and found it quite

feasible.

4

cvb

1

Part III-, Needdd Ancillary Research:

We now come to the lecentral resedtch needed to avoid much

,
..

. . ,

, t i

inconclusive res'earchtwith door me . As in,all science's;
\ ..... '''.-*::........)

4

improvement in techniques should no be seen as merely tediogs

"development rather than research" oriented efforts. Human behaiAor

genetics has -no monopoly in having to rely on the availabie,tests:
. .

.

Unfortunately we seem to be going through a period in which 'work

Alt on-such problems is regarded as second rate, hardly worth the

efforts of ambitious scientists. It is time to call a halt to the

furthering of research depending on poorly developed, ad hod measur-
.

nq teohniques. The hope for quick solut4ns bykinstruments created

Information about theseprograms can be Obtained from the
authors: b. R. Bock, School of Education, University'of Cbidago;
R. C. Elston, Department, of Statistics, University of North
Carolina; P. M. Mi, Department of Genetics, University of Hawaii
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1
for :a single study is,sometimes fostered by a contemptuous attitude

toward the somewhat less glamorous efforts of improving existing

tests. Factor analysis has been one very potent technique in such

efforts., Unfortunately it has rarely used'outside,d i eria.. While

conventional factor analysis continuesto clarifythe relationship
*

,

-

%between the many ability Measures, therd remain many unresolved

questions, partly because of its relian

tests. A few examples will suffice

e on grottp administered
.

moLtrate this.

* 1. ',We still do not understand well'the processes required

in the performance pp h

although tt1e studiesVs.
have given its some oad

ubtests of the three Wechsler batteries,

ohen (1957,'1959) and by Saunders (1959)

outlines. Larger studies are needed in.
Oat

which the Wechsler btests as well as a carefully choseri set of
*

,

faatorially relatively "pure" tests are administered.

2. We have only glimmerings o understanding about, the-

relationship-of success on the Pi getian tasks ancrthqr astop.iated

stages to conventional psychome is measures. Againe_some begin-
.

nings have been made but much re work is needed, if pisible on

substantially larger samples' without sacrificing the "clinical."

quality oT such iriN'estigations.

1.K Research on the' development of language will someday hare

to be ihtegrated with the measurement of intelligence in young

children.

. 4. The relation between individual performarice on various

types of learning tasks and psychometric ability measures has

received little ,ttention although a few promising studies exist.,

r'
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The flip side, as disk jockeys say, of genetics, is envirort?
.

mental influenceg. The assessment of environmental factors influ-
x

encing cognitive :tactors is a very difficult task that'has perhaps
,

.

'too often been left:to sociologists, because it is not essay
. .

. . :\
brought under eXperimentalcontrol. The result is-that them are
.

.

/

many va(gue general statements but little hard knowledge. Perhaps
. .

the broad outlines of how such an ds3essment should proceed can be

indicated, but little progress in refining these ideas has b
, k

made since
t
Baibara Burks' 1928 p4oer, except for the ve ine-

'

graind analyses by scientists studying infantile perception of

. patterned versus non-patterneAstimuri, or the more "impressionistic"

formulhtion's by cultural anthropologists.

Considering pAst efforts', some requirements can be tpecified.

Environmeniaiassessment needs to take into'account several

levels or types of information: (

.

.

1. Socioeccitomic status. Warner's tripleteoccupation,4
education and type of.home still provides a good measure and up

to date revisionsare available '(Reiss, 1961). 6

2. -Size and composition of,the family, plus ordinal position

of A givdn child. These easily obtained data may not add much

over andiabove that obtained from the first catego4 excep or

withinfamily variance.
4

J

J. Psychological atmosphere.in home:

a.' As indicated by more objective items Suc ds n er

ail.books, types of magazines, membership of.arents in

clubs or other organizations, hobbies.of child and drentg.
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b. More "psycholpgical" attributes that are more difficult

to assess: Parental attitudes, expectations for the child's

career, and type of disciplinary control. Parent question-

naires may give mainly their perception of the currently

fashionable child rearing practice. Some shrewd inter-

viewers can do fairly well in getting below this surface.

impression. Some teachers may also be able to provide

useful data.. A

Part IV. Within and Between Ethnic Group Comparisons:

For, theoretical reasons we need to study cognition cross- r

of, cult aTly, 'if-we are to arrive at biologicaily relevant generali-

zations about the species..
ki±!t

.

.

It'is my considered opinion that attempts to-estimate heri-.

'tabilities in pprican. Negroes aftd/or Clilbanos, will be quite
- 7

inf9rmative about heredity- .environment interactions and will tend,

to show that-heritabilitfiestimates on whites cannot serve-as the

basis for inferences about ,racial differences in ability. While .

this point should be obvious, it apparently is not qdely under -'

stood and may need many more experimental demonstrations than the

one small study of Vandenberg (1970). :

'

If at this tine it seems mike expedient for political reasoa

not to do such studies on Negroes in the continental United Statet,

they could be done Perhaps also at less expense, on other ethqc

groups in Hawaii; or in Puerto Rico or Alaska; or even in Brazil.
a

The're has been Some talk about assignment of an indeic ofwhite

gene admixture to each of a number of Negroes in a study, using,

ti f )
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ge* frequencies of ancestral African and white groups to aerive

at the prob.SSility that a given allele is pf white ancestry and

weighting a number of these alleles to obtain for each person a

total value (in the nature of 4. preportibn of white genes in the

`total genome). This value can then be correrated With ability test'

scores.

0 Again I would not expect such a study to providd,simple results

whiji would given comfort to eitheSr racists or over-eager equali-

tarians. If skin color and socioeconiamic status were also measured,

I would predict-large interaction and dovariance effects that/may,

well outweigh additive genetic varianCo.

N.
0 ,

44 . .,..
Part V. Need for "Basic" Theoretical Formulization: ,

",'
I .

.

' I tr

On a much more ttleoreticar level, we are lacking well worked ..

out,...4proaches to the structure of popdlations with respect to

ability measures. Mille the'ivare some large bodies of data that
1

are relevant, most of these were collected without benefit of

modurn ideas about gene pobla with restrictions on'sgehe flow

.,betWeen these pools; except .for social mobility tied to highly

visible, uniquely human attributes signalled by outstanding 'school
*

grades; great beauty or sociql0Karm and,nceptional..athletic or
*,

4 $

artistic gifts. Purely theoretical work and computer modeling may
. L .

7
iop t?advarice our understanding of the very complex multidimen-

.

nal processes governing the changing distributions of genes

influen ing psycholdgical variables. It should be understood that

few Intl 'duals hav6 adequate backgrounds for undertaking worthwhile

oi

1

) )
N.
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work in this area. An evolutionary perspective would have to be

formulated in which the personal motives of many individuals who

mate and reproduce and the often unintentional but sometimes serious

ecoldgical consequences of industria]ization and continued expansion

of human populations are interacting in subtle ways.

Such theories may soon be needed to justify dpcisions related

to curtaiperit of r4sroduction or economic penalties for producing

retarded,child?en, since various organtAations are.,trging leg* ,

. measuresto curb the population explosion.

2.

4
1 4

."7
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APPENDIX 1. Suggestions for 'core" data to be collected in coopera:-
tive studies.

J1-

Karyotypeserepeated several times or if this is not possible('

determination of Barr bodies.

Birthweight _and data on Subsequerit physical growth to be compared

to standards. ",.

Height of father, mother and sibseik

Pafental ages at birth of proband.
__.

Fingerprints and-palm prints. i
---

IQGeneral intelligence: Q (Stanford Binet,or Wechsler) phis similar ,

measures of both parents.

Social competence: Vineland social maturity scale.

Patterning ef-abilities:Wedisler subtests, better yet,'scores on

special tests of separate abilities such as PMA, Pacific Multifactor

tests, (Meyers, et al. 1962, 1964) or some European test battery:

Photos at proband repeated at following visits. (perhaps somatotype).

Sexual identity or gender role questionnaire and when techniques

become available quantitative sex hormdne assay.

ET, especially Kappa-waves.

Teacher.ratings'of aggressiveness", popularity, outgoipgness or

sociability ( "compared to all the youngsters you have known, how

do you think-x rates?") .-

If proband is capable of it, a personality questionnaire suCh as

the one by Porter and Cattell (19'68).

If more exteilive ability testirig is desired, the E.T.S. kit of

reference tests should be consulted (French,, 1951, French,* et al.

1963).

)
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Unanswered Questions on the Relationship of

Genetics to Normal Personality Variation

Sandra Scarr
University of,Minnesota

In their review of the recent literature in behavior
A

'genetics, Lindzey and his colleagures (Lindzey et al. , 1971)%

noted the mediocre results of studies in the area of normal

personality development.
ff

0

4 '
' During the past five,years the total
volume of available data on the inher=
itance of normal iUman personality,
interests, and social. behavior has
probably at lea'St tripled. It would be
pleasant to say that this ipfaux'of new
data has settled conclusively most' of the
outstanding questions in the field.
It would also be untrue. (p. 59)

The collective research efforts of twenty or so major invest-
.

igators.has resulted in the establishment of the, fact that

MZ twins are somewhat more similar than DZ twins at all `ages

on standard ,Xests of personality. In the face of persistent

ocr reinforcement theories to account for all of:human

personality'develoPinent (e. g.; Miscel, 1968) the establishment

of that fact is probably worthwhile. But where do we go from

'there?

1 Several different directions have been identified by

/ Freedman (1968), HirsCh (1967), McClearn (1967) , Mischel (1968)

and ohers. Their advice is qPten contradictory and bears critical
ll r

41'

4,4
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An ethological approach
. -

An ethological approach to human development has been

suggested to provi '1e guidelines to important variables in Waman

behavior. Bellors typical of many primatesy such as infant-

mother attachments, social signallying, and pair bonding, have
-4

spelies-specific patterns of development. IndividuAl differences

in genotypes may produce individual variations on the basic

hominid themes (F eeman, Loaring and hartin, Selectioh of

ethologically-important variables can assure the investigator-1;

that, nearly all normal members of the species will demonstrate

some version of the behavior and that natural selection has

had a chance to favor some phenotypes over others and to build

genotypic variances into the behavior (Emlen, 1966).

Attlbmptsto,look at patterning[of, development in social

attachment and related variables have been limited to three

studies in my knowledge: Freedman and Keller (1963) with a

sma N; Wilson et al., as yet unreported from the Louiville

twin study, and my own

another.small number of

moment I guess that the

as -yet unanalyzed data.

strangers and contact- seeking behaviors, MZ twins seem to be

efforts With Philip Salapatek in studying

twins monthly for a year'. For the

genetic results will be modest for our
.1/4

For some variables such as fear of

more.sim'lar than DZ's aver the first 18 months of life. Much

of the va affiance howe'ver, seems to arise between families since

q both DZ's and MZ's are quite similar and the ratio of 2 /a2
WDZ WMZ

is, not statistically significant.

1
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The kind of analysis usually attempted in twin studies may have

limited payoff when applied to ethological studies. The_portiOning

bf total variance into genetic and environmental, within- and

between-family componentd does not take all of the transactional

history of the child and his family into account. To some (unknown)

extent the child shapes his parents' behavior, which in turn alters

his range of responses to similar situations. We as investigators

have no control over genotype-envitonmental covariation. At least

in the normal range of family environments, parents tend to adjust

their behaviors to match the child's behavior. Most of t.tiis
-
covar-

.

iance'ends upon the environmental side of the equation when much

of it seems to he'gdnoti/petdependent.

Perhaps we her d new methodological approach to family studies,

again'borrowed from etology. The stud3f parent behavior with Mi.

twins, DZ twins,. sibs at the'same age),

the'same age) could be most instructive.

and adopted children (at

;leasures of differences

in parental responses to children in related and unrelated pairs

over time might produce some useful data on feedback loops between

the child organism and his environment. What characteristics of

child behavior evoke differential responses from parents, are there

changes in parent perdeption and parent behavior over time that are

related to changes in child behavior, and so forth? The develop-

mental process as a functIon of both genotypic and environmental
.

contingencies-has hardly bedh touched:

Within tree usual framework of ly studies, normal personality

variation due to genetic variation seems lost An the tangle of
0
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behavioral plasticity, environmental eodificatioh through feedback
40

.

,'loops, and differences in parental behavior within- and between-
,

\

families. I do not think that selection of other variables within'

the personality domain will improve the mediocre results already

obtained, Only a more thorough understanding of organism-environ-

ment, stimulus-response,sequences will clarify the role of genotype

-in personality development!

Toward this goal, studies of personality resemblahce and trans-

action between parents and their natural children (sibs and half-

sibs) and parents and adopted children could be useful.

Sex differences and.sexualitv'

e

,Behavior genetic studies of sex differences is another pro-

mising area of investigation. It obviously makes a major difference

in morphology to have ari X rather than a Y chromosome, and to 'have

only one or more than two sex chromosomes. Differences in behabier.

between the sexes, and between normal and anomalous persons,.are,

well-documented froman early, age. But do we know what differences

in the degree of "masculiniAxf and "femininity." are genetically'

determined?' I think not. f
Fromoan evolutionary view, males have probably been selected

over generations for assertiveness, hypersexuality, and courage in

the face of physical threat. Females have probably been selected

primarily for nurturance and receptivity to males' sexuality. To
)

what degree are manifestations of these characteristics inherited?

If males in a family are highly masculine on measures of assertive-

ness, etc., are their sisters more, or less, feminine? And vice

4,
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versa? Masculinity and femininity as pfe- al identity, as outlined

above, should be carefully separated from degree of sexual drive

and choice of sex object,which seem to me to be orthogonal variables.

Sex-object choice, as evidenced in homosexuality, hks a small

behavior genetic literature to support claims for inheritance.

Kallman (1952) and Heston and Shields (1968) reported provocative
; 3

.

results for male homosexuals. Can we eictrapolate to the normal
P

range of behavior and account for individual differences in sex

object choice? Studies of the similarity in sibs' and adopted

children's sex-object choices could be helpful. It would be

enlightening to chart sexual preferenCes of males and females reared
)

in the same hothe environment But differing in genetic relatedness.

Degree of sexual drive is also a variable amenaVe 'to behavior

genetic study. According to evolutionary theory, differences in

sexual drive should have Consequences for reproduction and selection.

The frequency and intensity of sexual behaviors would seem to be

valuable measures to collect oh related'and unrelated pairs reared

in 'the same hothe environments. The selective advantages of high

sexual drive, if any, could also be studied by differential repre-

auctive performance in various populationb. An ethologicpl approach

to variable-selectiol could identify-more "natural" units of behavior

that have evolutionary consequences.

)mOlectUar approach'

Another approach, suggested by McClearn (1967) is the selection

of more molecular behaviors for behavior-genetic analysis. Reaction

time, psychophysiological responses, and the like, are more

ft.
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acc rately measured and likely to have more direct gene-behavior

path lays (HirSch; 1967). The wave of `this future would be reduc-

tion sm, the 'selection of variables more amenable to study than

broac1 pgrsonality patterns.

The demonstration of genetic contributions to molecular responses

is a good bet for genetic research. Individual differences in CNS

organization seem as likely as*differences in th roids, livers, and

sphenylalanine metabolism. The consequence of c oosing molecular

variables, however, is often a loss of explanatory breadth for human 0

behavior, The contrast between studying individual differences in

Id scores and differences in seratonin production is mostly at the

level of inferehces that can be made from the firidings. A sVady of

seratonin production leads most likely to inferences about other

sorts of brain chemistry and their genetic pathways. A study of IQ

differences leads most likely to inAerences about more molar behav-

iora variables, like achievement motivation and self-esteem. 'It.

is the fatter level oflexplanation thAt personality studies seek
.

ultimately to achieve The shortest path to explaining molar behayicr

may notifie a ynol.ecular one although there is kindoubted.value to a

clear under tanaing of the effects of genotype and environmental

variable's on molecular behaviors per se. tut, if personality is

theltkre, molecular"variables are unlikely to be the best choice.

Situational variables and inconsistency,

Migchel 1968) and others of the social learning persuasion

'have'come to an alMost nihilist position regarding personality vari-
.

ables. The amount of variance in behavior accounted for by
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consistent individual differences over time and across situations

has been found to be insignificant, and personality inferences are

therefore' judged to be useless. Correlations for the same measures

across time and situations are generalAy.in the .3 to .4 range,

accounting for ten to twenty percent of the total variance. .Only

self- and.other-ratings have highqx
.

tesi-retest correlations, and

here the consistency is.said to be in the eye of the beholder.

Situational determinants of individual consistency and reinforcement

history effeqts are chosen as ekplanations bf the small amount of

consistency that does exist., Measurement unreliability is rejected

as an explanation of inconsistency, in favor of inconsistency as a

principle of behavior.

There are three problems with ischel's approach to personality
A

studies as they pertain to behavior genetics. First, gr. situational

measures of personality the tett-retest reliability for individuals

is of approximately the same magnitude as the MZ co-twin correlation.

Observer ratings of situational behavipr (e.g., Scarr, 1966, 1969)

and experimentally manipulated behavior (Scarr and Salapatek, in

preparation) of nz co-twins shows about as'much similarity across

co-twins as across time for the same individual. It the same

vidual on two occasions achieves the same correlationas two MZ

co-twins observed separately Pn the same occasion, and if DZ corre-

lations are lOwer, then significant genetic effects are surelS,

present.

Second, the relatively low test-retest and col-twin correlations

for experimental measures of personality variation can be accounted

t*
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for by alternative responses which the same person can give on two

occasions and which tvio'HZ cortwing can give independently. lifter -

native wsponses that are fUnctionally equivalent greatly reduce

the seeming consistency of individual behavior over tune.

Samples of behavior obtained in a limited experimental or

paper-and-pencil test are probably minute examples of individuals'

possible responses in that same situation and to that same test.

Inventories of response hierarchies (sounds like Hull revisited)

could.vary greatly from person to person, so that five or six likely

responses could be treated as equii/alent for one person while five
,

or'six others codld be treated as'equivalent for another. A well-

known'principle of test reliability l6 that the length of the test

is directly correlated-with its reliability; an extension of this

principle would say that the discrimination of individual differences

on personality measures is a direct function of the number of

,eql.livalent responses that can be used to differentiate one person

from another.

fr

Observer ratings by parents, teachers, and longitudinal inves-

tigators may' produce more representative samples of k3ehavior from

which to infer personal consistency than one-shot pa er and pencil .

tests or,experimental studies. Obgervers tend to mak inferenced

from a large number of potentially equivalent behaviors, which are

thought to be examples of the same underlying personality dimension.

The actual setof behaviors suggesting consistency to the observer

may vary considerably from one subject tq the next. If independent,

1

ratings of individuals who vary in genetic and environmental

a
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similarity ield a systematic set of correlations, and if MZ twins'

.

correlations are as hightest-retest reliability, then genetic fac-

tors can certainly be inferred.

1,, Third, more consistent test-retest results for standard

'personality tests cannot a priori be dismissed 'observer bis.

Studies of NZ twins show fairly high correlations for some

_measures of social introversion- extraversion, l

other variables. Although the average correla ion of, NZ co-twins

on all personality measures is only .4, their average correlation

on selected measures such as social behavioY approach the

test-retest reliability,

A m.lajor job.for behavior genetic studies may be to clarify

and purify personality measures by increasing their heritability

(Jon 71). At least for the population s, udied, an increase
4

in herita4lity,should be'accompanied by an increase in reliability.

Studies o4.3twins, siblings, half-sibs parents and children,

adopted ildren with their natural and adoptive parents, and

other persons living together and apart, can aid in the process

of improiling measures of persoanlity and in estimating genetic

and eriNiironmental variances in personality.

Developmental strategy

A final strategy ,of behavioral genetic studies in person-

alit/ is a developmental one, similar., to an ethological approach

but using standard measures of personality. With young children

the typical measures are observations and ratings by others .from
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which prrsenraity in:e::ences are made. The developmental strategy-

requires observations on.family patterns of correlation over time.
/

'''') save developmental studies from the pita,lls of unreliable me a-,

Fures may require a returhoto observational and rating techniques,

made by blind raters. If ChiLdrehoithin sever families were

anrated individually or observed in several situatcs without know-
,

ledge of their family membership, it is possible that similarity4

in behavior could be separated from observer biases t and similar-

ity in sibs (the eye of the beholder problem). Consistency in
. ,

ratings for individuals across situations and over time could be

used as a baseline for correlatsbn% of family members at the same

point, in time and over time.

Recommendations

None'of the cited approaches to studies of genetics and

I

personality will solve all of the thorny loroblems in the area.

Since personality variables are always,inferences from behavior,

their measurement depends upon remote operations from which inves-
t

.

tigators are willing to generalize. .The following suggestions for

behavior genetic approach to persdnality Will hopefully improve

_both the iasures and our. nowledge of the sources of individual('

personality variation.

1. Studies of adopted children and their natural and adop-

tive parents would be extrAely h 1 ful in estimating genetic and
F P

environmental components of,p4r,sonality differences.

2. Studies of siblings andhalf-siblings, living together

and apaft, could clarify personakity variation under different

conditions of rearing and different degrpes of relatedness.-

,),(1
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3. Studies.of persOnality variation within and between

families of different populations (social class, racial, cultural

groups) would be interesting. Heritabilities for personality
.

measure are almost sure to vary across populations. H
2, s may

be re]ated to current socialization practices a4d/or selective

pressures over time within various cultures.

h-

Sr

4

t
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The Genes and Environment

In the DcvelopiLaent of Psychopathology

Joseph M. Horn
University of Texas

Recently there has been a dramatic development in the

behavior genetic study of schizophrenia. We have had our equiv-

alent of the Michelson-Morley experiment (the adoption study)

and the ether (schizophrenogenic mother) has vanished.

Researchers emphasizing genetic factors in the etiology of

schizophrenia have always had tc4 contend with the plausible

competing theories of the researchers emphasizing environmental

factors,,and one, of the most prominent environpentalist notions

was that schizophrenia is primarily a learned disorder -- that

the parents of schizophrenics create the conditions for the

learning' of pathological reeponses. Arieti (1959) has described

the mothers of schizophrenics as hostile- but at the same time

overprotective, overanxious, cold, and rejecting. Lidsz eChl.

1

(1957) have emphasized the marital schism and marital skew

present in the familiel of schizophrenics. When one parent
-

tries to align himself With the child in a conspiiacy against

the oiher pareht Lidz speaks\bf marital .schism whereas ital

-.skew refers to one parent adopting the pathological c aracter-

Pistics of the spouse. Implicit in both Of these eories is
,

the idea that the most schizophrenogenic of parents would be

a schizophrenic one and that children reared by a schizophrenic

parent should be at a risk'for 6chizophreriia very much above

the population risT of one percent. Various family studies

havesirideed shown that between 7 and 17% of the children of

schizophrenics develop schizophrenia themselves, as opposed to
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abbut 1% in the general population, but the point is that the recent

adoption studies show these'children to be at the same high risk

even when brought up entirely by foster or adoptive parents.

Heston (1966) was the first to report on the incidence of

s..

,

chi:ophrenia among a group of childten born to schizophrenic mothers

but separated from them at birth. Forty-deven such children were

identified and followed-up when the children were 35.8 years old on

the.average. Five of the 47 children had developed schizophrenia

..by the time of follow-up for an.empirical risk of 10.6% corrected

for age, 16.6%. The adoption can't be blamed: Heston aipo studied a

control group of 50 subjects who were born to non-schizophrenic

mothers but who received the same kind of foster home and adoptive

rearing as the expekmental group. None of the subjects in this,

control group were schizophrenic at tie time of follow-up, Heston's

figures argue persuasively that the familial clustering in schizo-
,

phrenia is genetic and not a result of schizophrenic modeling or

deviant child rearing practices.

It was only two years before the Heston finding was substantially

confirmed. 'Kety, et al. (1968) succeeded in identifying in the City

and County of Copenhagen, Denmark, 33 adopted individuals who had

developed schizophrenia. They also selected a matched control group

of 33 adoptees who had not developed schizophrenia. Their method was

o compare; for both gropps of ado tees, the incidence of schizo-

phrenia amongthebiological'relatives with the incidence of s'chizo-
.

pgrenia among'the adoptive relatives. Their results are reported in

Table 1. These results cledtly show a genetic as opposed to an
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TABLE 1

DISTRIBUTIONOF SCHIZOPHRENIA SPECTRUM DISORDERS.
AMONG THE BIOLOGICAL AND'ADOPTIVE RELATIVES
OF.SCHIZOPHRENIC INDEX_CASES AND CONTROLS

S

Biological Adoptive
relatives relatives

4

'Total sample of 33 index cases and 33 'controls .13

Index cases
13

150

Controls 3

.156

(one- sided, from
exact distribution) 060072.

. 2

3

83

N.S.

Subsample of 19 index cases and 20 cbntrols separated

from biological family-within 1 month of birth

Index cases 9 2

93 45

,-

Contols '0 1

'92 51

st-

0.0018 N.S.

Numerators = ,number with schizophrenia, uncertain schizo-
phrenia or inadequate personality.'

7Denominators.= number of identified relatives.
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environmental pattern for the transmission of schizophrenia.

The authors conclude "that the roughly 10% prevalence of schiio-
.

phrenia found in the families of naturally reared schizophrenics

is a manifestation of genetically transmitted factors."

Another report agrees quite substantially with the findings

of Kety et al. In his genealogic studies of schizophrenia on

Iceland, 4arlssori (1966) found 29 offspring of schizophrenics

that had been adopted into other homes. Six of these individuals

-were schizophrenic while none of..he 28 foster sibs who were

reared in the same homes were schiviphrenic. Thus the adoption

studies are' unanimous in'their faildreito suppott the idea that

'schizophrenia is learned from the parents or results from the

stresses of being reared by deviant parents.

Although it appears quite unlikely, in the light of the

adoption studies, that the schizophrenogenic mother hypothesis

qan be saDraged, it should not be concluded that the environment

.s of no consequence in the causation, of schizophrenia.

As a matter. of fact, the best' eviaenbe' we have on this point

codes from the twin studies which also Provide strong evidence

that genet. Actorgare important. Gottesman and Shields

(1966b) have summprizecUmost of the existing twin studies

on schizophrenia, and the inte

consult this. excellent paper.
.

man and Shields' (1966a) own.

rested reader is encouraged to

A representative study is Gottes-
.

They found th0h4 of their iden-

tical'twin index c &es had co -twins who werei.also,schizo-
.

.4

phrenic (42% concordance) ufhpreas only 9% of fraternal twin.

'index cases had schizophrenic co-twill's. The difference, between

A . )
.
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42% and 9% istestimshy to the importance of genotype while the

difference between 100% and 42% indicates that some environmental

differences exists or has existed between the identical twins to

rrecipitAe schizophrenia in one twin or to protect one twin from

breakdown. One of the urgent tasks before psychiatric researchers
,

is to try 'to identify,the sources of these environmental differences.

Mednick's (1968) lon tudinal study of'the premorbid psychological

and psychophyeiological haracteristics of children born to schizo-
.

phrenic mothers shRgAd,be ableto establish some meaningful dif-

ferences between the children who develop schizophrenia and those.

who don't. Anothey,proTA4ng strategy is to study identical twins

discordant for schizoph4nia. .Pollin and Stabenau (1968) have
,

.

identified 16 pre-illnes's factors _that differentiate the ill

members of identittel twin pairs.from the well members. The ill

.twine have the following behavior'characteristics: neurotic as.
.

children, submidiive,, sensitive, worrierC obedieiltr_deiendent,

yell eehaved, shy, and stubborn..- In addition, the physical char-
.

acteristics of the ill twins included such things as ha ing had a
.

,
.

central. nervous systpm CoiaPlic time,
. ,

weaker, shorter ,, and besng ,iighter .

.

'Another significant deVeloinlentf"in the behaVior genet c

studyStudy of ichi;Ophrenia has beep lierefiii4drithe et.44
.

_As it*4001ies to psychOpathology,,The.earlier'.twin stu&Les were
_-

plagued by_tneppro4lems.of_sgmo4pIta:n4.4.44poe, "Rosenthal

..,(19)Ii0"ailMEejlehtireyiew.pt,thq_:00fict4fes,andalthogh.
. .

the filter/ening-decade p4# not proddeeAt14in_stutlies iree.ofxtiff._

fiatattes .Ithe_pr6blems:.6-t4340,oele' are tetW_iargely
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Rosenthal noted that the earlier twin studies sampled

almost exclusively froM resident hospital populations thereby

introduetingva bias toward severe, chronic cases. Gottesman

and Shields J1966) corrected this deficiency by collecting

their pwin'index' cases fiom 45,000 psychiatric patients seen

as outpatients conSecutiVely over a 16-year period at the

'Maudsley and BethlemRoyal Joint Hospital in Great Britain.

,,This procedure was sufficient for the gathering of two groups

of sbhigophrenic twins -- those with mild cases of schizophrenia
. ,

and'thgde,with severe cases. The criterion fOr Severe disorder

,was hospitalization for a year or more. The concordance in.the
.

co-twins oflthe severe index cases was 67% while the' concordance

in the co-twins of the 10.1d cases fell to a figure of 2,1e. A

-similar trend appears in Rosenthal's (161) reanalysis of

mann's (,946) ,showing 100% concordance when the proband's

illness was moderately or extremely severe but only 26% when

the illness' was Mild.
'

'Generally the treed in recent twin research is to find

lower concordances thanreported in the earlier twin studies.

Kringien-(1969) and Tienari (1968), report. identical twin

*mcordancfis anywhere from 6% to 38%, depending on the way

the data are analyzed, and Pollin. et al,(1969) report a 15%

concordance, Kringien and Tienari gathered their index cases

from twin registers and thereby insured the inclusion Of mild

and atypical cases of:schizophrenia in their samples, while

the Pollin et al sample actually excluded many severe cases by
I

41'
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virtue of the fact that both members of a twin pair had to

be well enough to have served in the Armed Forces in order to

get on.the twin register from which the index cases were

selected. No doubt there were other differences between the

7 -

pdpulations studied'as well.

It should be emphasized that the later twin studies do not

prove that the earlier concordance estimates, for the samples

studied, were "artificidpllyinflated. The later twin studies do

suggest that a co- twin's 'risk is much less if theiproband )4as

a mild case of schizophrenid that if the disorder is s6Vere.

The Problems of d. osis have proved much more refractory

than have the same g difficulties. Indeed, the biological

unity of the schizophrenias is seriously in question today.

Rosenthal (1959)' identified in Slaterstwins a group ,of para-

noid schizophrenics where the co-twin was well and there'was

no schizophrenia among the relative :There, then, doesn't
. .

seem to be much of a genetic base this kinpisof sc4zophrenia.

iallmann (1938) also has reported-lower familial incidence

sim/Ae sChizophreni4 than fOr thefigures for paranoid and

hebephrenic or catatonic' typed. Tn addition', Fety 1.

(1968) report, the 31i'bioloqical reliatived of 7 iirobandS,

diagnoded Iiits acute sch.izopienic 'reaction, no instance of
.

Schizophrenia spectrum disorder was foind. "This raises a

serious question regarding'tilevalidity of classifying that
- .

syndrome, as a type of scizop4renia..." .

.

- Besides the attempt at identifying current "schizophrenia',
, - L.

A
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thab-perhaps do not deserve the label, there is a corresponding

attempt to identify other e..;sorders that are perhaps genetically

related to schizophrenia or are alternate manifestations of

the schizophrenic genotype. Perhaps the moss promising

development in this area is the current emphasis on the schizoid ,

personality.

Psychiatric geneticists have always tried to go beyond

the Mere demonstration that schizophrenia is inherited to the

identification of the particular mode of inheritance. The

distribution of cases of strict schizophrenia among the relat-

ives of schizophrenics has never fit any simple Mendelian

pattern however. If people with schizoid personalities can

legitimately; be counted as carriers of the schizophrenic

genotype then a much closer approximation toa single auto-
.

somas dominant pattern of inheritance isgbtained. Heston's

(197G) survey of data

and, Figw.e: 1.

one this point is presented in Table 2

4

,Percentages=61-.first-abgrporelatives found to. be
Plilzophgenic.or schizo0

. .

t.
,

14urribtir. of achizphre`rila*°-: Schizoid

# "'" --A

Total: sphizoid
plus

Schizophrenics
(I) (%)

Children /00
-Siblings .

'!Parents 2741,

; ;Children of-t1;ps
' sChizophretits.'171

*Age !cogr66td rates.

16.4..':
14.3

- v,
. 9 ' ;448

33.69 ; 3-24

49.0
45.1
44.0

66.1''

.4
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)4-ig statements "Rigidity off- thinks g, blunting. of affect, anhedonia,
.,.

/
,exquisite sensitivity, Ospidiouspesstand a relAtive poverty of

., ,,,
; . ,

a .

'ide.as - iri-liari6Ale. coMbinations and intensities - characterize both.
.

, .

1.0

a.)

a)

144 0.8
144

ri

cn

a)

rf
4.) 0.6

a)

o 0.4

O
r4
4.)

a 0.2
0
a,

Figure 1,

0.2 0.4 is 0.6 +0:8

.+
-

1st degree Children
relatives of two twins

schizophrenics
Degree of genetic relationship

Fig. 1. Cobberved and expected pkoportion of Schizoids and
schizophrenics.

Hestons description of,schtzoids i,cOntained in the.folloW-

ito
fi

MZ

_ .tier. schizoid and thedchi.zophr.eriic though such characteristics

,,, 4 1P.,TA'2;Qm#10.il.t.P,,,,thiajOmer.. Though schizoids do.not show a c_,

. _ ,z.,ff,/,..; ,:,,-,,:._-.... -..:-....; -.i, .!.:-";-,.-...

-- -, w411 marked`-'t..boughe,Aidc*I6,t,.'. iJeliiisiOrisg, and halluain.ati.ontht cie.s..
./. ' f w. f - . n

,f-

ciiptiOnS4og sOme-, Of the-' behOloral ]apses of Schizoidsi_especially.

. f

1

, ., .. ...,-
. A ,

.. ,.
,., '.1- ',:. , ',., . ,
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the schizoid psychopath, are bizarre'enough to suggest micropsy -r

chotic episodes." This description clearly suggests a possible

relationship between schi4ophrenia and certain of the neuroses and

character' disorders. Mitsuda (1967) reports that schizophrenia is

found in over of the families of anxiety and obsessional neuro-

tics. Patients suffering from oversensitiVity neurosis have schizo-

phrenia in 1/3 of their families. These figureS-are to be compared

to the less than one percent occurrence of schizophrenia in.the

families of hysterics, hypochondriacs, and neurotic depressives.

Reviewing Flitsuda's data Rosenthal (1970) concludes that "some

forms of neurotic disturbance are genetically linked to sqh zo-

, .

phrenia, whereas others are not, and that these forms shou not

be called neuroses but shcluld carry another nosological classifica-
.

tion."

A genetic association between schizophrenia and the character

disorders is suggested by the results of the adoption studies men-

,tioned ear/ier. Heston found 9 cases of sociopathic personality

among the 49 offspring of schizophrenic mothers. Only two goCio-

paths were found among the'50 control group children who were foster

reared also but not born to schizophrenic mothers. Kallman's (1938)

data also support the idea of a genetic relationship between psycho-

pathy and schiioPhrenia in that he found ads much, psychbpathy among

the first degree relatives of hisschizophrenic'probands ass he

found schizophrenia. As Rosenthal (1970) has noted, however, the

genetic association between these two disorders was not found in

the Rosenthal et al. (1968) and Karlsson (1966) investigations.

4
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Given the current confusion over the proper identification of

the.group of schizophrenias, if indeed there is more. than one, per-

haps it is time to begin thinking of dropping the old nosologicals,
,

CategorieS. A hovel approach would be to reclassify patientL solely

on the basis of their response to the administration of certain

drugb. The drugs could be administered singly or in sequences with

an eye to both the-behavioral and the physiological effects on the

patients. I am encouraged in this suggestion by the very dramatic

success of lithium therapy in the treatment of manias. Johnson

et al. (1968) have compared the effectiveness of lithium and Ch,o-
s.

ropromazine.in the treatment of (1) manics and (2) schizo-aff ctives

With ps ychotic excitement. The investigation was double-blind an d

the results were unequivocal. Fourteen of the 18 manic patients

treated with lithium showed full recovery while only 4 of 11 manics

on chloropromaiine recovered. As far as the schizoraffectives were

cohcernbd 6 of the 7 on lithium got much worse while all 1() on

chloropromazine improved. It seems that lithkum,is effective in

the treatment of nanias but aggravates the schizo-affective condi-

tion while chloropromazine is most effective in the treatment lbf

schizo-affective disorder. Perhaps it is time'to look at the

various subtypes of schizophrenia and the various neuroses from the

standpoint of drug response and regroup these disorders accordingly.

Behavior genetic investigations of these new nosological entities

might then be very instructive.

As 'mentioned previously one of the priMary concerns in behavior

genetic investigations of psychopathology has been to identify a

4`,010,

1
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mode of inheritance. This concern is motivated primarily by. the

desire to'be able to place exact probabilities on the likelihood of

a disorder ina particular relative of'an affected individual. With

respebt to schizophrenia however, genetic counselors have had to

depend largely on empirical probabilities since the family distri-

butions have not yielded simple Mendelian ratios. There is one

genetic theory for the inheritance of schizophrenia that does not

require Mendelian distribdtions however and that is'the polygenic

theory. The details of this theory will not be discussed here; the

interested reader:is referred to the article by Gottesman and

Shields (1967). Briefiy,.though,the theory postulates a number of

genes operating to predispose individuals 'to the development of

schizophrenia. 0

For is at this point, the Polygenic theory is important,for'
I 4

reasons. First, it accounts for the fact that heredity is.much

cTebisive in the.. severe cases (a large number of schizophrenic

genes) than in the mild cases where there are, according to the

theory, only a few negative genes. Thib fact has already been

dipcussed. Secondly, the.polygenic theory provides a way of deal.-

ing with the following paradox: schizophrenia has a sizeable genetic

component; schizophrenics have only about 60% as many Children as

normals; but schizophrenia is as prevalent today as it Was some

eighty years ago. The polygenic ttipory can theoretically resolve

the paradox by postulating that most schizpphrenic genes are carried

- by "normals" or "schizoids" who have only a few of them, and who.,
.

because they are.not clihically schizophrenic, protect these genes

4

**
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from negatikre selection. If these individuals, tend to have

'just slightly more children than normals, this could serve to

keep a large constant supply of schizophrenic /genes in the

population._

There is one more important topic in current schizophren*

research that

9f increasing

must be discussed, and that involves the specter

incidence figures for schizophrenia in the future.

Erlenmeyet-Kimling et al (1969) have documented the fact

that schizophrenics today in New York St4te and 'reproducing

at a greater rate than schizophrenics in New YorkState thirty

years ago. They allude to the fact that part of this increase

) may be due to different treatment regimes today than at the

earli%r period.e It certainly seems likely that community treat-0-

ment of schizophrenics,will enhance their reproductive capacities

over hospital treatment, and given the evidence of a genetic

predisposition to schizophrenia it follows that more potenti4

schizophrenics will be producdd. Certainly, more evidence is

,required,on this isSuey'but the pipsibility of significantly

eleva*ted future rates of schizophrenia is serious. enough- to

warrent'keeping this possibility in mind in planning research

and treatment in this area.

There have also been some recent dramatic developments in

research on manic-depressive psychosis. What.may turn to

be a big breakthrough was the identification of two gen 'ally

distinct disofders masquerading under the one' heading of manic-'

depressive psychosis. Following Leonhard's lead, Perris (1966)

1.)
1/4
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divided the psychosis into two kinds: bipolar, where both manic

and depressive episodes occurred in the same individual, and -

s

unipolar, where there were only r4current episodes,of. the same

phase (depressions only, in the da to be reported from Perris's

- , study). Perris then, looked at the..ri k for both bipolar and

unipolar'pstchosis among the first degreetrelatives of both '

his bipolar and unipolar probands, The results are given in

Table 3..

TABLE 3

. !
Risks among relatives of.pipolar probands

tiagnosie of relative , Parer*s
A

Sibs . Children Total
.

k T.poiar . t) .,;
. 6.4t' 13.4% 4.6%, 9.8%

Unspecified affective , i-i4.8% 2.8% 3.1% 2.3%.

0 (...

Suicide ;... 6..44
o

4.8q, -- 4.9%

.

-- 0.3%

Risks among relatives of unipolar probandt
. .

Diagnosislof relative Parents Sibs
ft

Children

Bipolar 0.4% .0.1% --

.
y

Unspecified affective 2.7% ,2.3% 1.8%

Suicide , 5.4% 2.9%

Unipolar 34%, 7.2% 0.9%

Total

0.3%

2.3%

3.2%

5.0%

These results are important for. two reasons. First, th4y

confirm earlier results showing a greater effect of heredity

in bipolar pgychosis than-in unipolar psychosis. There is an

1."

1Mr

'4
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almost 10% risk for bipolar 'psychosis in first degree relatives

as opposed to a 5% risk for unipolar psychosis. Secondly, they
4-1:17-

.

show relatives of bipolar patients to have an increased prob-

ability of being a bipdlar psychotic but having a risk no greater

than the general population risk ofheing a unipolar psychotic.

Liekwise the relatives of unipolar patients have an increased

risk for unipolar but not bipolar,psychosis. It therefore seems

that we have two genetically 'distinct forms of mania- depressive

illness. Winokur and Clayton (1967) came to the same conclusion

by an entirely different route. They divided a heterogenous

group of manic-depressives into two groups on at basis of family

history. There was a group with a clear family history of affec-

tive disord r'(at least a two generation history) anl a group

4?without au history Of affective disorder. There was\a signifi-

cantly greater number of manics in the positive family history

group than in the negative family history group, the latter Of

the two being equated to the unipolar depressiye type of psychosis

In 1951, Meriell summarized the. evidence then available on

manic-depressive psychosisiand concluded that genetic factors

were definitely implicated in+the etiology 'of the disorder and

that a single autosomal dominant gene was the most likely modes

of inheritance, after one made allowance for the fact that not

everyonb with the gene showed the-trait. Fuller and Thompson

(1960) came to essentially the same conclusion. Recent work has

taken advantage of the unipolar-bipolar distinction to give a

different picture ok the mode.of inheritance. Winokur and Reich

51.
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(1910:have defined manic-depressive psychosis as an affective

disOrder where.dt least one episode of mania is seen. These

investigators note that when.this definition is applied in the

selection of manic-depressive fathers there are decidedly fewer

manic-depressive sons observed than expected; a pattern that tends

to implicate the sex-chromosome. "In addition, linkage studies

have shown an association betweon the Xg blood group (an X'

chromosome trait) andManic-depre6sive psychosis. These investi-

gators also hypothesize a second genetic factor in the inheri-

tance of manic-depressive psychosis. "In sibshipt where one

manic exists and in the children of manic parents,. 43% of the

affectively ill members of these sibling groups show mania. This

is not very far from wliat would be predicted (50%), if a second

gene, an autosomal dominant, were involved in the transmission

of the disease...Alcoholism may be one way in which such a second

factor may manifest itself in the absence of.the primary X-linked

dominant contribution." r

Of all this new information, perhaps the most important from

the standpoint of the genetic counselor or clinical researcher

is the possibility of identifying closely linked marker genes

for the manic-depressive trait. With this information all one

would have to dd is see if a presently well chi1d matched marker

genes with an ill parent in order to judge the child's suscepti-

bility to developing the disorder. With early detection of

susceptible individuals search into prphylatic measures should

be much faciiitated.

,s.
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Numerous behavior genetic investigations hate been carried

out in the areas of neurosis, criminality, homosexuality and aim-,

holisM. There are very few firm conclusions that can he drawn

from the research In these areas. In all likelihood the major

difficulties stem from the heterogeneity of the inaividpals cate-

gorized together or the purposes of the investigation. Similar

difficklties have been reviewed for'schizophrenia and manic-

depressive psychosis but the problems in the areas mentioned above
4

are greatly magnified. In general it seems safe to say that.the

evidence from the family, twin,,and'adoption studies performed to

date do indicate the presence of a perceptible genetic factor in

1

the etiology of these disorders. The interested reader is referred

to Rosenthal (1970) for an excellent survey of the'research; per-

haps a quotation from the section on alcoholism will serve ,to give

the flavor of his conclusions.

"In a study of alcoholics admitted to the Ryne hitney
Clinic in New York, Sherfey (1955) found that 8.7% had ,

schizophreniaAmostly paranoid), 6.8% had manic-depressive
psychosis, 6.8% had poorly organized, asocial psychopathic
personalities, 4.3% had epilepsy or,epileptoid reactions,
3% had brain damage, 13.6% were males with obsessive-
compulsive personalities, 10% were females with rigidly
organized neurotic personalities with paranoid features,
18.6% were males with poorly organized inadequate Psycho-
neurotic personalities, 7.4% were females with dependent
psychoneurotic personalities with depression and tension,
and 6.8% had depressions of middle and late life. Other
studies have consistently revealed a wide variety of dis-
orders among alcoholics. Naij has questioned whethet,a num-
ber of neurological disorders thought to be the consequences'
of alcoholism may not indeed have antedated and perhaps even
precipitated the_ alcoholism. We must indeed assume multiple
,motivations and etiologies in the persistent resort to
alcohol of many individuals and among them perhaps an
inherited factor which may be simple or heterogeheous,
primary or secondary."

r
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In summary, what can be said 'of the behavior genetic study

of psychopathology? With respect td schizophrenia and manic-
9

depressive psychoses we know beyond a 'reasonable doubt that genetic

factors are implicated in their etiology. Unfgrtunately we are

completely ignorant of the biochemical mechanisms underlying these

dysfunctions. For these psychoses we also know that environmental'

factors are of,.some importance, but we cannot say just what

environmental factors. Obviously, if we are going to be sucdess-

ful in treating or preventing these disorder's we have to know

more precisely just what it is that causes theM,. A comprehensive

longitudinal study of monozygotic twins born to a psychotic parent

mighqo 'a long way towards determining the potent environmental

variables. On the biological side more effort must certainly go

into the discovery of the underlying physiological mechanisms.
I r

Leads in this direction might come fromthe biochemical study of

certain single gene disorders that have associated with them a

Significant amount of psychiatric disability. Dewhurst, Oliver,

and \McKnight (1970) found that 37 of 102 Huntington's,disease

patients were,initially diagnosed as psychoneurosis, personality

disorder, affective state, or schizophrenia. Still other leads

may be found in the study of dopaminergic, norodrenergic, and

serotonergic pathwaSrs in the brain (14ceer, 1971). Stein and Wise

(1971) have made a very interesting beginning in this area.

With respect to the neuroses, 4coholism, suicide, and

tcriminality it can only be said that more and better behavior

genetic work is requited before we can have much confidence in the

importance of genetic factors.

.)4
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3. 'ImpAlse. control (self control) ,

41.. Effects Of environmental resources
').20L Cognitive socialization

Psycholinguistic structureilanguage development:
ffects on' thought, beliefsattitudes; interests;
patterns,ofexpression,.'values .

2. Uncertainty and information-Seekin4`.
Development of expectancies; category accessibility;

-. assimilation; effects on perception,.cognition, action
4, 'Symbolism, symbolic behavior

ger6Onality Development
-1301.,' Developmental theories (Freud; Erikson, Piaget, Sears)
.1302,-.Developmental secitences,'stages

'-1. Critical,peridds-.
Z;PluidandcrYstallized patterns of intelligence

..

13034 'Development of .self- identity . ,

. ... 1. ag!. concept, 'ego theories, self theories
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(

,

, ,iegioll, sex, family: characteristics
1304. 'Effects of age, .sex`; culture, and other environmental

factors '
005: VbeVeibpment-pf mechanisms of coping and adaptation.

.,14. 03ehavioi,Change
'.:::::.1401.: Personality, 'learning
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Appendix 3

2201. Cognitive style, complexity
2202. Balance theories
2203. Cybernetic formulations

1. Computer simulation of personality
2. Mathematical models

2300. Developmental Approaches (see 1300)

2400. Dynamic Approaches (see 1303, 4000).
.

2500. Morphologic Approaches

2600. Physiologic, Psychophysiological, and'Biochemical
Approaches (see 2102.1)

2700. Trait Structure, Multivariate Approach - Taxonomy of
Trait-Explanatory Concepts of Stylistic and Temperament
Aspects of

2701., Methodological problems,: definition of universes of
behaviors for self-report, observation-rating, and
objective test studies, cross-media matching tA stable
structures, design paradigms, including multi-modality
designs and trait x treatment designs; construct vali-
dation of traits;effects of age, sex, sample, culture,
and other environmental effects, and relations of these .

to resulting trait patterns; the range of roles and sets
in relation to diveisity'of response patterns obtained
(social desirability, acquiescence, and other specific
sets), their similarities in terms of effects on self-
description, and the relations of: traits to moderator
variables representing such sets

2702. Observational, rating methods: rater and "ratee sources
of effects in peer and.uothee'ratings, in observational

0 trait assessment, and ininterpersonal interaction;
explicit concern with task, stimulus presentation,
response format, slocio-environmental setting, and demo-
graphic characteristics of participants; conceptual and
empirical telationships among similar and related trait
descriptors within observational-rating'subdomain and
in other subdomains self-report)

2703. Self-report methods: item pools; format; item vs cluster
factorization; measurement of and correction for response
bias or tlistortion; development of a unified, consistent
conceptual framework for concepts of personality style
and temperament

2704. Objective test, misperceptive, indirect assessment, and
development of fresh,' new approaches to personality mea-
surement and desbription

2800. Creativity
2801. Conceptualization of creativity; relations to intelligence,

personality factors
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Appendix 4

2802. Characteristics of the creative person
2803. Analysis,of the creative process ,,
2804. Characteristics of the creative product
2805. Characteristics of the creative situation, short- and

long-term; situational factors contributing to creative
performance

2806.- Measurement of creativity

3000. Emotions

3100: State Patterns: Physiological, COgnitive, Behavioral
3101. Arousal stimuli
3102. Response Almens,ions
3103. Uniqueness

"3/04. Learned-unlearned dimensions
3105. .Affective learning; autonomic and physiological learning

3200. Relation's to Traits, Roles

3300. i-Moderation of Expression by Learning
1. Culture patterns -

2. Age, sex, group norms'-,

3400. Drug Effects on Emotional Patterns

3500. Differentiation of States, Reflecting Situational,
Organismic, and Stimulus Variations, from Traits,
Represented as Long-Term Individual Dispositions

3600: Arousal States: Adrenergid Response, Stress

3700. Dysphoric States: Anxiety, Depression, Guilt, Shame,
Remorse (see 4300)

3800. Duphoric States: Happiness, Elation, Joy, Hope, Confidence

4000. Motivation

4100. Conceptualization'and Theory (human motivation)
4101. Homeostatic systems, physiological need
4102. Need-press system (Murray), subsystems (n Ach)
103. Dynamic systems (Freud, Cattell)
1104. Cognitive and cybernetic approaches: motivation inherent

in information-processing functions (Hunt), cognitive
dissonance theory, incongruity, collative variables
(Berlyne), balance theories, exchange theory

4105. Motivation inherent in individual perfprmance,competence
motivation (White)

A106. Trait systems and patterns (Guilford, Cattell)
4107. Values systems, moral character
4108. Conceptualization of interest, attitude, need, belief,

value, idesal
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4200. Process and Trait Formulations
4201.- Relations and differences in conception and approach
4202, Process theories and' formulations

1. Balance theories
2. Exchange theory

4203. Trait formulations: motives, values, character traits
1. Methodology of measurement: Strong paradigm/

Thurstone scales, Likert scal;as, Cattell's and
Campbell's indirect approaches: self-report, dbjec-
tive, misperception, observation, rating, content
analysis, unobtrusive 'measures

2. Analytic approaches: factor analysis, multidimen-
sional scaling, profile clustering

3. Factored patterns of sentiments, attitudes, interests,
beliefs, values

4. Variations related to age, sex, sample, culture,
and other environmental factors

4300. Frustration, Stress, and Anxiety
4301. Frustration theory and research evidence
4302. Conceptualization of stress

1. Relation to frustration (Selye)
2. Utility of stress concept in interpretation of

behavior
3. Relationships among physiological and psychologiccal

.aspects
___4. Stress and 'coping, adaptation

4303. Adaptation-Level Theory (Helson) (see 5100)4

4400. Conflict
4401. Conceptualization of conflict (Miller, Murphy, Cattell)

1. Types of conflict: role, value, internal
2. Approach and avoidance relations

4402. Conflict measurement and calCulus
4403. Conflict in relation to interpretation and prediction

of action

4500. Interests and Vocational Guidance r
4501. Incremental value of interest measurement over ability

and aptitude measures in predictions of various criteria
on various populations (Thorndike, 10,00.0 Occupations;
Clark, Minnesota. study)

3000. Environmental Variables

-6144 -.Conceptualization of Environtental Variables and Their
Effects on Behavior; Human Ecology

5200. Methodologies for Encoding Environmental Factors

5300. Taxonomic System of Environmental Variables

(30
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Appendix

5400. Normative Studies of Selected Behaviors in Relation to
Defined Patterns of Environmental Setting: Sampling.
Problems in Relation to Populations, Behaviors, Macro-
and Micro-Environmental Settings

6

6000. Interpersonal Behavior Processes.

6100. Group Theory, Role Theory, Interpersonal Settings

6200. Interpersonal Perception, Attraction, Influence; Social
Acuity, Empathy

7)00. Variations in Psychological Processes

7100. Paradigms for such Research, Taking Account of Persons,
Tasks, Environmental Settings, and Occasions (Cattell
covariation chart, Campbell-Fiske model, longitudinal
replication)

. 7200. Paradigmatic Studies of Selected Learning, Motivation,
Perception, and Other Psychological Processes to Investi-
gate Variations Attributable to Shifts in Subject, Taski,
Setting, and Occasion Dimensions

7201. Analyses to estimate magnitudes of variance components
in standard dependent variables accounted for by trait,
treatment, and trait by treatment sources and their
specific constituents

7202. Analysis of total interaction parameter estimates into
principal components or other dimensions in order to
compare results by such methods with conventional R,
P, 0 analysis, both with single dependent variables
and vectors (multiple dependent variables)


